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Incident Report Part Two 

Incident Statement By (print name): S Dix 

Please describe the Incident details in full, confirming details of place of incident, time, date, names of all 
persons involved, witnesses, injuries sustained, first aid or healthcare provided, and details of which 
managers were informed of incident. 

I DCM Steve Dix was working at Brook House IRC on Tuesday 23/05/2017 when roughly 22:00 a planned 
Use of Force was required D1978 11531720 as he refused to walk 
compliantly down to the Care and Separation unit on rule 40 in the evening after making threats to staff 
by the shop. In the eveningiD1978iwas spoken to on several occasions to walk compliantly but refused 
every time. 

A planned intervention was required we went to D/115 and spoke to[oli978nd he refused to walk or 
move compliantly I said a team wouldmove him under force if 'required at this point he came towards me 
at the door so the team restrained:Din:I:due to his unpredictable and violent behaviour I felt for my 
safety, especially after he was verb151Inggressive and abusive towards myself also earlier in the evening. 

fi l9.7-81 was passively resistant however we came out of D wing 1" floor down the activities corridor down 
towards the Care and Separation unit, throughout the removal he made threats to all involve to "fuck 
them up" " Kill them" and also racist remarks, he looked everyone in the face and recognised everyone 
involved. 

When moving him to CSU walking down the stairs he made several directs to myself threatening to get 
me when he is out, or on the outside and he will kill me and made threats to my family. He also made 
threats to others involved. He then proceeded to spit in my face which went all over me and in my eyes 
and mouth. 
Due to his unpredictable nature and violent behaviour I take this as a direct threat to myself and others 
involved and could not be sure he would not act upon these threats, all of which was caught on CCTV. 

When we got to CSU he was searched and walked compliantly into the room, he was placed onto 
Constant supervision after the use of force and denied Healthcare to see him. He was spoken to by DCM 
N London afterwards and apologised for his behaviour. 

This concludes my report 

Signed: Signature ! Date 23/05/17 Time 2300 
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